
 
Report 2 LAMU for BiO and NCMM - 25.08.14 at 13.00-14.00 
 
Present: Anita Robøle, Elisa Bjørgo, Sandra Lopez- Aviles, Eshrat Babaie, Gladys Tjørhom, Ingrid Guldvik  
              and Liv Bjørland (secretary). 
 
Item 2- 1/14 The LAMU-report 1 from 20.05.14 was approved.  
 
Item 2- 2/14 Short briefings: 

- The new meeting room BiO. Parting into two rooms cause changes in the ventilation 
(both for  air in and out), in sprinkler installation, fire detectors and upgrading of the net 
cables and electrical installations.  

- BiO will establish a new lab for zebrafish, in area 52133. All appurtenant rooms are 
needed  for  the aquarium facility. To reduce interrupting activity BiO has to move out 
the common Elix –water purification system to the medium facility, and the weighing 
room will move into the main lab 52133.  

                   
Item 2- 3/14 Indoor climate assessment for 3 offices at NCMM. The temp and CO2 concentration 
                    are close to recommended values, but though within limits where action should be 
                    considered. Liv talks to technical leader in Forskningsparken. What kind of effect   
                    will construction of ventilation-out in these rooms cause in the other offices?              

Item 2- 4/14. Proposal for new personal//service entrance and delivery of goods. 
                     Forskningsparken wants to improve the security. Video-control the area.   
                     Closing any uncontrolled entrance through the garage. Only specific personnel   
                     entrance with admission card. Delivery of goods only through doors with controlled 
                     admission.     

Item 2- 5/14 The condensation problems at NCMM this summer caused by the extreme heat and  
                     huge humidity. When we experience condensation problems we need to alarm the  
                     technical staff in Forskningsparken at once. They can increase the temp in the water- 
                     cooling system. The cell labs are controlled by local adjustments, easy to operate, 
                     but people, using the rooms, need to know how to do it.   
 
Item 2- 6/14 Representative for the Ph.D. in LAMU. The representation of employer and employees 
                    are equal in LAMU. The Ph.D. is represented on equal terms as any other employee.  
                    NCMM had a request to the group before the summer, but there was no positive  
                    respond for representation.  

Item 2- 7/14 Election autumn 2014 -safety representatives substitute. Anita and Elisa will ask the 
                    group-leaders to encourage their group-members to stand for the deputy election.                

Item 1- 8/14 Any other matter. Elisa and Anita will request the SAP- lists for the employee courses 
                    spring 2014.     

Item 1- 9/13 Next meeting 2014: Tuesday, October 7th  at 13.00-15.00   (Notify Ingrid Kjelsvik)  
             

 27.08.14 Liv Bjørland  


